
Is there really such a thing as
"The Thousand C*ck Stare" with
liberal DNC girls?
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https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=thousand%20cock%20stare


thousand cock stare

When a woman has ridden to cock carousel for such a long
time that she loses all ability to bond with a man. This shows
in her eyes that have a unique kind of deadness,
hollowness, and hardness to them. She's given up
on love and is now cynically looking for a meal ticket.

"Man Amy sure looks dilapidated. I saw her pic on
OkCupid."  
"Yeah she had a lot of fun in the past, but now
she's just another single mom with a thousand cock stare
looking for a shlub to wife her up, heh."

#cock
carousel #relationships #feminism #girlpower #manosphere

by Kesselfieber April 12, 2017
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Sort: Top

[–]  bourbonexpert  32 points (+34|-2 ) 8 hours ago 

im not sure how many media outlets are pushing the kardassian
look...but its gross.
the left pic looks SO much better. i wouldnt even so much as
speak to the whore on the right. she looks miserable.
permalink

[+]  dd-schiznit  -6 points 3 hours ago   (show)

[–]  Cool-it-Fatboy  7 points (+7|-0 ) 3 hours ago 

Given the climate of Jewlywood, his assumptions may be
accurate. Welcome to free speech.
permalink    parent

[–]  hungry_mungry  18 points (+19|-1 ) 8 hours ago 

Who is it and why am I supposed to care how many cocks she's
stuffed into herself?
permalink

[–]  recon_johnny  22 points (+23|-1 ) 8 hours ago  (edited 8 hours ago)

It's a comment on the degeneracy that's become prevalent.
When you tell women they can be anything, do anything
(meaning don't have kids, don't focus on family, don't look for
long term happiness), fuck anything--with no consequences,
you get the pic on the right.
Which is an inability to pair-bond with a man--because she's
looked in the eyes of so many guys. And being a good wife is
not possible.
permalink    parent

[–]  NotHereForPizza  4 points (+4|-0 ) 7 hours ago 

What if the best approach is just genuinely showing women
all the data and trying to reason with them, hoping the ones
that we get through to will project their fortune on to the
others in the way of vicarious reenforcement - a learning
process wherein the one learning watches and mimics the
other when witnessing them rewarded for good behavior.
permalink    parent
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4 replies

[+]  blame  -5 points 7 hours ago   (show)

[–]  spherical_cube  8 points (+9|-1 ) 7 hours ago  (edited 7 hours ago)

TBH, you're not supposed to care that much. It's her life to fuck
up as she pleases. But if she's explicitly husband hunting and
the girl on the right has caught your attention, disengage, lose
her number, don't give her more than a one night stand. You
know, the old saying, don't take her home to meet your
parents?
permalink    parent

[–]  patriot_biz  10 points (+10|-0 ) 7 hours ago 

Yeah, actually, this is helpful. I lost pretty much a decade
dating women that were completely unsuitable. This kind of
advice counts for more than people think.
permalink    parent
1 reply

[–]  uvulectomy  6 points (+6|-0 ) 3 hours ago 

Demonstrate value
Engage physically
Nurture dependence
Neglect emotionally
Inspire hope
Separate completely

permalink    parent
1 reply

[–]  Pumbadog  4 points (+4|-0 ) 4 hours ago 

Yeah don't hate her for being a cock whore. Just use her
like she wants you to and then leave. Some chicks need
that constant emotional tornado of instability in their lives.
Not your fault if she fucks like a champ and wants to smash
you. Just do what you want with her and leave. Women like
this are essential in our society.
permalink    parent
1 reply
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[–]  RageAgainstTheAmish  15 points (+15|-0 ) 8 hours ago 

What do you expect from a woman who is passed around
through the Hollywood Elite like a blunt at a rap concert
permalink

[–]  Cheesebooger  8 points (+8|-0 ) 7 hours ago 

No whore has a light in their eyes.
permalink

[–]  wtfeva  3 points (+3|-0 ) 6 hours ago 

That's why you fuck em while wearing a headlamp.
"Your eyes are gonna shine for me, biotch!"
permalink    parent

[–]  Cheesebooger  0 points (+0|-0 ) 3 hours ago 

haha
permalink    parent

[–]  tragicwhale  6 points (+6|-0 ) 6 hours ago 

Lily Collins https://g.co/kgs/Sez8FT For those that wanted to
know.
permalink

[–]  Spaceballs-1  6 points (+6|-0 ) 7 hours ago 

WEINSTEINED
permalink

[–]  SerialShitter  6 points (+11|-5 ) 8 hours ago 

Just because she has makeup on?
permalink

[–]  VoatSharkJump  9 points (+13|-4 ) 7 hours ago 

Hint: it's not the makeup...
permalink    parent

[–]  slwsnowman40  2 points (+2|-0 ) 3 hours ago 

No, her eyes look dead.
permalink    parent
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[–]  EarlPoncho  [S] 1 points (+1|-0 ) 6 hours ago 

protect your assets
permalink    parent

[–]  A6-EGO  5 points (+5|-0 ) 7 hours ago 

Man the 2007 version is gorgeous, who is she?
permalink

[–]  EarlPoncho  [S] 5 points (+6|-1 ) 8 hours ago 

learn to recognize it
permalink

[–]  Waffles4Everyone  4 points (+4|-0 ) 6 hours ago 

Are you basing your analysis on the picture alone? Because she
is taking a public photo on the right, giving off a cool look. She
may very well smile naturally as she did in the left in personal
photos. Apples and oranges.
permalink

[–]  Pawn  3 points (+3|-0 ) 8 hours ago 

I need more information on tcs.
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The Difference Between Promiscuous Men And

Promiscuous Women

August 27, 2014 by CH

Promiscuous men can handle their promiscuity better

than promiscuous women can handle theirs.

Compare and contrast:

This is how a man looks after twenty lovers:

This is how a woman looks after twenty lovers:

That’s the thousand cock stare. You can’t miss it. It’s

derangement that penetrates right to the soul.

Not only are promiscuous men more emotionally stable

and contented than promiscuous women, they are

https://heartiste.wordpress.com/author/roissy/


also happier spouses.

Women who have several sexual partners before

getting married have less happy marriages – but

men do no harm by playing the field, a study has

found.

According to  new research by the National

Marriage Project, more than half of married

women who had only ever slept with their future

husband felt highly satisfied in their marriage.

But that percentage dropped to 42 per cent once

the woman had had pre-marital sex with at least

two partners. It dropped to 22 per cent for those

with ten or more partners.

But, for men, the number of partners [sic] they

[had] appeared to have no bearing on how

satisfied they felt within a marriage.

Researchers said the study showed that sex with

many different partners ‘may be risky’ if the

woman is in search of a high-quality marriage.

If you heed not lies and accept the truth of biological and

psychological sex differences, you won’t be surprised to

learn that men, the sex with a trillion sperms to please

their lovers, are hardwired to spread the seminal wealth

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2733220/Women-don-t-sleep-wedding-happier-marriages-men-play-field-without-worry-study-finds.html


without incurring psychotraumatic blowback. Men are

geared from the get-go for poosy variety (though not all

men will fulfill their directive and not all are geared in

fifth) and therefore have the cortical capacity to easily

tolerate the comings and goings of numerous lovers

without having a breakdown or fretting constantly about

how well new lovers match up to old lovers. Men

occasionally reminisce about a teenage fling, but they

don’t endlessly bemoan that one “alpha female” who got

away like women are prone to do with their long-gone

alpha male lovers.

This is why a man with a promiscuous past is not

necessarily a bad bet as a marriage prospect, and also

explains — along with the fact of maternity assurance —

why women don’t care as much about men’s sexual

histories as men care about women’s sexual histories. A

man can sample the slits and furrows of outrageous

fortune and survive the whirlwind of passion to mark a

day in the future when he contentedly and without

pathological second-guessing slips into a stabler, longer

term commitment.

Women who have sampled a poo poo platter of penes

accumulate emotional scars that never heal; promiscuous

women have a mental storage closet filled with five

minute montages of alpha male love, and these exciting,

prurient memories rob the female id of something



important. Call it purity or innocence or self-worth or

ability to appreciate romantic idealism, the slut with ass

chafing from riding the cock carousel is never the same as

she was before she let herself get pummeled by dick. No

uxorious beta male she settles down with in nuptial risk

will have power over her senses like her past alpha lovers

enjoyed. She is damaged goods.

------
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RE: Girls with the "Thousand Cock Stare"  

Dead eyes, maybe some crow's feet. 
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That Sir, is a great depiction.
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